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"I love a good story especially if it can make me laugh, cry, cheer, and a host of other emotions. So

far in this series I have hit them all."Europe is erupting is tension and violence.David is only adding

to the conflagration by setting a trap, one that our team will trip to save those people still alive.There

is one thing every enemy of Bethany Anne finds out. They will be ground down under her

heels.Read the series one  Reviewer says: "I have absolutely DEVOURED this series in a period of

36 hrs, and am considering knocking on the authors door to ask him to hurry up with the rest of the

series."Series includes: Death Becomes Her - The Kurtherian Gambit 01 Queen Bitch - The

Kurtherian Gambit 02 Love Lost - The Kurtherian Gambit 03 Bite This - The Kurtherian Gambit 04

Never Forsaken - The Kurtherian Gambit 05 Under My Heel - The Kurtherian Gambit 06 Kneel or

Die - The Kurtherian Gambit 07 - Mid Mar 2016
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I was a bit worried about the Ã¢Â€ÂœEurope is erupting is tension and violence.Ã¢Â€Â• statement in



the book blurb. It almost sounded like the story was going to turn into some kind of apocalypse

story.Luckily the book blurb was a bit exaggerated. The events were more or less just another

terrorist attack. Apparently a rather bloody one but still. Not exactly Ã¢Â€ÂœEurope erupting in

violenceÃ¢Â€Â•. To me that was a good thing. I am not too fond of apocalypse stories.Bethany Anne

as well as her bitches continues to kick ass. All of them are working towards BethanyÃ¢Â€Â™s

modest goal of saving the world. In the process they are of course slaying NosferatuÃ¢Â€Â™s and

bad guys with great enthusiasm and a healthy dose of innovative politically incorrect language.At

the same time they are working on expanding their understanding and inventory of alien technology.

It is almost as fun to read these parts as it is reading about Bethany AnneÃ¢Â€Â™s ass-kicking,

although it is not exactly hard core science fiction. Actually it is more fiction and less science.In

contrast to the fast paced action the main story arc is moving forward in a more leisurely pace. It is

just the right pace for me though. Bethany Anne and her people are evolving, the plot is evolving,

the save the world part of the story is evolving etcÃ¢Â€Â¦I really do not want to go into details out of

fear of spoiling things too much but one of Bethany AnneÃ¢Â€Â™s projects for technology

development interacts with Bethany herself in a slightly unexpected way. This gives the author the

opportunity to drop somewhat of a Tsar Bomba, at least for Bethany Anne, at the end of the book.

Luckily the next books are already published otherwise I would have called it cruelty towards the

readers.Bottom line, great book and as enjoyable as the other ones in the series have been.

This entire series is like eating a bag of potato chips. You know it's not really good for you but you

can't stop until you finish the whole bag. This has been a mindless romp in the world of kick ass and

do it my way because i am the biggest SOB in the valley of death. Earth seems to have been central

station for multiple aliens whose influence is only discovered recently. So if you want some mindless

fun reads read the series in order.

In short, read them. Read them all.Honestly, all books in this series are terrific. Bethany Ann is one

of the most likable, snarky, kick-a$$, intelligent, over-the-top and all around "fun" protagonist you

could ever hope for. And it would not be surprising at all to find that they have add a "Creative

Cursing" category to the Pulitzer just to accommodate her and this series. The action is pretty much

nonstop throughout and each book adds depth and progression to the overall plot; while somewhat

predictable, that's not a bad thing - it's going exactly as you hope it will. And the Bitches, and other

supporting characters, are fully enjoyable and engaging in their own right.So, if you haven't already,

please but this and the other books in this series. Recommend to your family and friends. Anything



to encourage Mr. Anderle to keep writing more in this series!

I have not seen such a prolific writer since the good Doctor, Isaac Asimov. He also claimed his

stories wrote them selves. As a reader one of the most striking thing about your work is the

incredible detail in the dialogue between the characters, the humor and the fact that you leave

nothing out including the mundane. It feels like I am right there listening to real people. I really

appreciate it, keep up the good work. To prospective new readers - enjoy.

AWESOME!! This does include ALIENS. At first mention of aliens with vamps and weres I was

going, hmm, don't know if this is going to be any good, but I decided to give it a shot. I like my fiction

to be so realistic that you could actually imagine it happening. To me, that's how a good fiction

author is supposed to write...and Michael Anderle does thatj!! : ) I'm on #7 of the Kutherian Gambit

series now and recommend all of them thus far.

OMG - I love this series!!! Fast paced and fun with a great story line and real, down to earth

characters. I absofuckinglutely love the over the top, inventive cursing. I keep waking my husband

up because I'm laughing so hard while reading in bed! Growing up in the military, us kids used to

collect curse words. The 1st thing we asked any new kid in the neighborhood was " what languages

can you cuss in?" My brother grew up to be a linguist in the A.F. and can now cuss in 13 - 14

languages fluently. I'm still jealous.back to the review - I found the 1st book for free on Kindle on

Sunday, finished it in just a couple hours (I read very fast) and immediately bought the next 10

books. It's Weds morning and I'm starting on book 8 so I came back to get the rest of the series

before I get stuck somewhere with no internet connection and I'm out of books to read :) Keep up

the good work Michael - this series is on my "keep to read again" list and you're my newest favorite

author (& I copy/pasted this review to all the books I've read so far) thanks for the wild ride - Karen

If you want good grammar, cohesive character identification and boring ... DON'T READ THIS

SERIES! If you want action, suspense and  romance, get off your butt and start this series! I started

"Death Becomes Her" on a slow reading day (just wanted a 'one off' wonder) and have just finished

book 6. They're that good! I just bought books 7 and 8 and can't wait to read them. Thanks Mike!
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